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Abstract: The optimal design of a hybrid drive train is a challenging problem. The design
space of different topology configurations is large, and evaluating the fuel efficiency of a concept
requires a control strategy. Effective methods to readily compare multiple designs are still
unavailable. We propose a framework to automatically evaluate and optimize hybrid electrical
vehicle topologies. This is a first, crucial step for the exploration of the full design space.
The optimal controls are computed using Dynamic Programming (DP). DP is often deemed
too slow for practical use, but we suggest some improvements to reduce the computational
complexity significantly. A second contribution is the automatic generation of a causal model
from a topology description, built from a component library. By using a causal model, we avoid
solving the model equations implicitly, further reducing the computational load. Using a parallel
hybrid topology as an example, we validate the methodology and show that the proposed method
is suitable for property optimization.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increased environmental awareness, tightening emission
norms and recent technological developments in the fields
of electric motors, power electronics and batteries, have
enabled car manufacturers to equip commercial passenger
cars with hybrid-electric drivetrains. Several hybrid drive-
train topologies have been proposed over the last decades
(see e.g. Ehsani (2014)). A few well known topologies
are the series, the parallel and the series parallel-hybrid
topologies. For instance, the Toyota Prius is a well-known
example of latter type of topologies.

The optimal design of a hybrid-electric drivetrain is a
challenging task as various design objectives have to be
considered, such as fuel economy, emissions (e.g. CO2,
NOx, particles), vehicle acceleration performance, cost,
comfort, safety, etc. (Silvas et al. (2017)). The achieved
characteristics of a hybrid vehicle result from an interplay
between the selected drivetrain topology, the component
properties, the energy management strategy and the usage
(i.e. the type of driving cycle). To cope with the dependen-
cies between, there is a strong need for an integrated design
methodology that combines topology design with control
and sizing, enabling the selection of the optimal drivetrain
for a specific type of vehicle (Silvas et al. (2015)).

Over the past decades, car manufacturers and academia
have invested a lot of effort in determining optimal energy
management strategies for hybrid drivetrains (Sciarretta
and Guzzella (2007), Serrao et al. (2013)). These con-
trol strategies determine how power is split between the
different sources during vehicle operation. Many different
energy management strategies have been proposed, includ-
ing heuristic strategies, and strategies based on numeric

optimal control. Generally speaking, there are three basic
approaches to address optimal control problems (Diehl
et al. (2006)), (i) dynamic programming, (ii) indirect, and
(iii) direct approaches.

Dynamic programming (DP) discretizes the state-time
space and allows to compute the global optimal fuel econ-
omy of a given drivetrain configuration, even if it exhibits
nonlinear characteristics (Sciarretta and Guzzella (2007)).
However, DP suffers from the curse of dimensionality:
the computational load and memory requirements grow
exponentially with the number of states and inputs.

Indirect methods encompass the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle, which forms the basis for the well-known Equiv-
alent Consumption Minimization Strategy (ECMS) (Ser-
rao et al. (2013)). The latter minimizes the weighted sum
of the fuel power and the battery power instantaneously.
Due to its simple nature, ECMS is well suited for real-
time implementations. However, determining the optimal
weighting factor can be cumbersome (Delprat and Hofman
(2014)), which makes the method less suited for hybrid
drivetrain design optimization.

Direct methods reformulate the continuous-time optimal
control problem into a finite dimensional nonlinear pro-
gramming problem, which can be solved using methods
like the multiple shooting technique (Bock and Plitt,
1984). Direct methods offer the advantage that they can
efficiently optimize control variables and system properties
simultaneously. However, it is currently an active field of
research to handle discrete variables and make these algo-
rithms as such applicable to hybrid drivetrain optimization
(Mauri et al. (2016)).
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F ωICE TICE PEM1 SoC dSoC PB PEM2 ωW TW Nunk

ICE� � � 3

EM1 � � � 3

B � � � 3

PS � � � 3

EM2 � � � 3

W �� 1

W �� 1

x �� 1

Table 1. Causality table for the series hybrid example.
Each check marks the occurrence of the corresponding
variable (column) in the equations (rows).

multiple variables, but they do not specify an algorith-
mic flow through the equations. In general, the involved
functions are nonlinear, nonconvex and sometimes even
dynamic. This makes a single model evaluation, using an
equation solver, difficult and computationally expensive.
When the system of equations is ordered into a causal
flow however, the computations can be implemented much
more efficiently. In the sequel, we propose a method to
automatically generate a causal model for a given topology.

2.2 Collecting the topology equations

First, all the model equations of the series HEV are
collected in Table 1, where the topological equations are
eliminated to reduce the complexity. The �� symbols
denote known signals, like the state of charge of the battery
SoC and the trajectory (ωW, TW). We make abstraction
of the actual equations at this stage. The key idea is to
keep track of which variables appear in which equations.

In this case, there are 8 equations and 10 variables, hence
the topology has 2 Degrees of Freedom (DoF ). We need
to determine DoF = 2 independent variables, which can
be seen as “inputs” u to the model. However, these u do
not necessarily coincide with the physical control variables
of the system. They are simply the start of the flow of
information through the equations. By assigning them a
value, the values of the remaining signals are fixed. The
result is a causal model, as depicted in Fig. 2 on the right.

The selected inputs ui are represented in the causality
table by adding equations involving a single (known)
variable, removing a degree of freedom. The states x are
defined in a similar way. In the series example, u =
{dSoC, ωICE} and x = {SoC} is used, as shown in Table 2.
After selecting DoF independent variables, the causality
table is square; Nvar = Neq.

2.3 Finding a causal flow

In this section, we introduce Algorithm 1 that converts the
acausal set of equations from a topology definition into a
causal flow. The equations and variables are reordered,
such that in each equation n, the unknown variable yn
is computed in a causal way from previously calculated
variables yi ∀i < n.

First, Algorithm 1 sorts the equations according to the
number of unknown variables Nunk present. As illustrated
in Table 2, when processing the nth equation, the variables

SoC dSoC ωICE ωW TW PEM2 F TICE PEM1 PB Nunk

x �� 0

u1 �� 0

u2 �� 0

W �� 0

W �� 0

EM2 � � �� 0

B � � � 1

PS � � � 2

ICE � � � 2

EM1 � � � 1

Table 2. Transformed causality table for the series hybrid
example. The equations (rows) and variables (col-
umn) have been rearranged w.r.t. Table 1, but the
content is unchanged, with the exception of {u1, u2}.

yi ∀i < n are known (��). If, after sorting, only a single
variable is unknown in equation n, it is assimilated into
the causal model. Table 2 illustrates the state of the
algorithm on the series hybrid, after the n = 6th equation
is processed. There, the equation f(ωW, TW, PEM2) = 0
is used to calculate PEM2 = fP (ωW, TW). Subsequently,
PEM2 is swapped to the 6th column in Table 2, after which
the algorithm moves on to the next equation n + 1 = 7,
which can either define PB or TICE. At the end, a lower
triangular form appears, which is typical for a causal flow.

2.4 Selecting the independent variables

The causal flow start with the inputs u, which can be
either selected by the user, or the algorithm. However,
three restrictions apply:

(1) Some variables are not independent, because they are
fully defined by the inputs, state or trajectory. For the
series hybrid example of Figure 2, PEM1 depends on
ωW and TW, which are given.

(2) Some component causalities are preferable. E.g. given
a required torque and speed, the fuel cost is easily
computed using an efficiency map. On the other hand,
deriving ωICE from TICE and F requires inverting this
(nonlinear) mapping, which can be cumbersome, or
in some cases might not possible at all. If a certain
causality is undesired, it can and should be eliminated
from the set of input combinations.

(3) Algorithm 1 fails to find a causal flow if equation
n < Neq has multiple unknown variables. It is easy to
verify that one such example is u = {PB, F}. While it

Algorithm 1 Causal ordering algorithm

Require: select DoF inputs u ⊂ Y (the set of variables)
for equation n = 1 → Neq do

count # unknown variables Nunk in each equation
sort equations n → Neq by Nunk

if Nunk(equation k)=1 then
swap the output variable
of equation n to column n

else
no causal flow is found
try another input selection u

end if
end for
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Recent studies, see e.g. Hofman et al. (2012) or Mohan
et al. (2013), have shown that the drivetrain topology has a
significant influence on the achievable vehicle performance.
First approaches have been presented which allow the
automatic generation of hybrid electric drivetrain topolo-
gies using constraint programming (Silvas et al. (2015)),
heuristics (Bayrak et al. (2016)) or genetic algorithms
(Bayrak et al. (2014)). These approaches are able to
generate thousands of alternative topologies. However, a
topology only describes how different types of components
are interconnected. In order to assess the performance of
a topology, the component properties have to be deter-
mined and a control strategy has to be designed. To the
authors knowledge, effective methods which can automati-
cally evaluate generic hybrid drivetrain topologies, are still
lacking.

Ultimatly, the goal of this research is to compare different
HEV topologies. To this end, we propose a framework
consisting of 3 steps, illustrated in Figure 1.

(1) Model Generation: given a topology, the gathered set
of equations is ordered, resulting in a causal model.

(2) Model Evaluation: since HEVs are especially inter-
esting in transient regimes, the topology is evaluated
automatically over a time-varying speed trajectory.
Dynamic Programming is used to calculate the con-
trols to achieve minimal fuel consumption.

(3) Property Optimization: for a fair comparison, the
component properties have to be tuned for each topol-
ogy. To this end, model parameters like component
sizes are improved by an optimization algorithm. The
cost function encompasses, but is not limited to fuel
cost. For example, component cost or gear shifting
can be taken into account as well.

Items (1) and (2) are the novel contributions of this
paper, and are discussed in detail in Sections 2 and 3
respectively. The optimization (3) is an important step,
but it is not our main focus. The combined steps (1),
(2) & (3) provide a general framework that is capable of
automatically evaluating HEV topologies. In this paper,
we show two well-known example topologies. Section 2
discusses the causal model extraction by means of a series
hybrid, while a parallel hybrid example is evaluated and
optimized in Section 4.

2. MODEL GENERATION FROM A TOPOLOGY
DESCRIPTION

In this section, as a running example, the series hybrid
topology of Figure 2 is considered. The Internal Com-
bustion Engine (ICE) supplies mechanical power to the
generator (EM1). Assisted by the battery (B) via the
powersplit (PS), electrical energy PEM2 is transferred to
the Electrical Motor (EM2), driving the wheels (W), which
must follow a speed and torque trajectory {ωW, TW}.

2.1 Object-Oriented Library

As depicted in Figure 2, a topology comprises of compo-
nents and connections. The components inherit their equa-
tions from an object-oriented component library, which
currently encompasses the building blocks of a series-

topology
component

library

model
(parameterized)

optimal
controls

fuel
consumption cost function

concept

choose causality: order equations

dynamic programming

simulation

property optimization

Fig. 1. The three major steps in the proposed topology
optimization framework are model generation, model
evaluation and property optimization.

W

EM2

PSB
SoC

EM1

ICE

ωW TW

PEM2

PB

ωICE TICE

PEM1
dSoC

F
model
states x
inputs u
y1 = f1(x, u)
y2 = f2(x, u, y1)
y3 = f3(x, u, y1, y2)
...
yN = fN(x, u, y1, . . . , yN−1)

Fig. 2. Given the states x, some independent variables u
are chosen such that the equations can be ordered into
a causal model. The variable yn only depends on x, u
and the previously calculated yi ∀i < n.

parallel topology, but can be readily extended with ad-
ditional components or technological variations.

The HEV component library contains all information to
describe the individual components. For each component,
ports are defined that describe how the component can
be connected to other components. When the ports of
two components are connected, they define one or more
topological equations. For example, the mechanical con-
nection between the Internal Combustion Engine (ICE)
and the generator (EM1) defines two topological equa-
tions: ωICE − wEM1 = 0 and TICE + TEM1 = 0.

Also, the component equations are defined in the library.
For each equation, multiple causal forms are implemented.
For example, the combustion engine defines a relation
f (ωICE, TICE, F ). Depending on the causality, the fuel
F may be computed from the speed ωICE and torque
TICE. Alternatively, ωICE or TICE can be the output of
this equation. The various causal directions are all de-
fined in the component library. That is, f (ωICE, TICE, F )
is implemented three times in the ICE component:
ωICE = fωICE

(TICE, F ), TICE = fTICE
(ωICE, F ) and F =

fF (ωICE, TICE).

When gathering the equations from the topological de-
scription, the equations are initially unordered and given
in an acausal form, i.e. they express a relation between
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